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Toca mini ideas

Nice, weird or funny? That's up to you in the colorful world of Toca Mini. Make scary monsters, fantasy animals or your best friends! Dress, dress, three funny eyes or feet? Minis can become whatever you want! Nice, weird or funny? That's up to you in the colorful world of Toca Mini. Let your imagination run wild in this creative app for
kids! Make scary monsters, fantasy animals or your best friends! Dress, dress, three funny eyes or feet? Minis can become whatever you want! To get started, tap your Mini to add colors, stripes, sleeves or even pants. Be creative with stamps to add details like hats, socks, laces and buttons. Adding facial features allows your Mini to
smile, sneeze and watch! With thousands of possible combinations there are endless ways to create your own Mini! Don't forget to take a snapshot of your creation and share it with your friends. About Toca Boca Toca Boca is a game studio that manufactures digital toys for children. We believe that playing and having fun is the best way
to learn about the world. Therefore, we make digital toys and games that help stimulate the imagination, and that you can play together with your children. Best of all - we do it in a safe way without third-party advertising or in-app purchases. Privacy Privacy Policy is an issue that we take very seriously. To learn more about how we work
with these issues, please read our privacy policy: Toca Boca introduces the classic concept of decorating a character but with a range of additional features and animations to add to the fun in Toca Mini! You can add eyes, mouths, nazas and eyebrows that animate once included in the 'Mini', including letting the Mini blink, smile and even
sneeze! With 60 colors and 78 reversible stamps kids can have hours of fun creating exactly the 'Mini' they want, whether it's a scary monster, a superhero or a friend. Versatile stamps add details like hats, socks, clothes and there are plenty of colorful backgrounds to choose from as well. You can even take a photo at the end to share it
with your friends. I like to make the face... do you think it looks ugly, I don't - 5-year-old I think it's great - 7-Year-old Girl Develops Creativity and Imagination Encourages Artistic Skills This app stands out for us, compared to the range of similar apps 'decorate an image' due to the meaning and emotion that can be easily displayed through
facial features. With this app it is really possible to see how moving an eye a fraction can turn the character from cute to scary which adds a new dimension to what kids can learn through this game. We found that our little testers enjoyed with facial features, as well as the decoration of all aspects of character and background. A particular
child enjoyed creating an 'angry boxer' by completing the tattoos on his arms! We would love to see more designs to wear on clothing as well as a wider range of backgrounds. This app is great for developing a creative side on screen, but can also act as inspiration for creative offline play as well. If your child enjoyed this game, then think
about how to give them similar opportunities with a character drawn/printed on paper and a range of decorations. There are plenty of kits you can buy with stickers and glitter and endless decorations, but you could also simply cut shapes similar to Toca Mini's and encourage your child to color them and decorate their character with them.
A very economical way to have great creative play. Once finished, you can even assemble their creations on the card and let your child create and play with a whole family of characters they themselves have created, whether monsters, hasdas or friends. While your child is playing with this app we also encourage you to take the
opportunity to discuss emotions. By moving facial features around the character you may seem happy, sad, angry, scary, cute, ugly - this can help you discuss your understanding of these emotions, but also to discuss how superficial emotions can be and how there is much more to a person than they seem. Our play suggestion Features
Editor's Reviews Note: The following article is reprinted from Macworld UK. Visit the Macworld UK blog page for the latest Mac news from across the Atlantic. Tap Mini, like many Toca Boca apps, gives you the opportunity to create your own small 3D person, or 'mini'. It has the design as designing a new doll, giving it packaging to add to
the effect. The pattern inside the box can give you inspiration and ideas as well, with themed patterns that can be based on your mini look on: for example, a wave background for a mermaid or a sea captain. The potential for creativity is (almost) limitless. The actual design is slightly limited, but very creative. There are many mouth, nazas,
eyes and eyebrow designs to choose from to customize your mini, but you don't have the option to add 3D objects like sticky ears or eyes on the stems. There is also a limit of two eyes, two eyebrows, a mouth and a nose, and they can only be put on the head. Personally, I would prefer that the features weren't limited and give you the
option to place them anywhere, as this is a creative game. To color the skin you have to drag your finger, where you can use as many colors as you want. Tap Mini lets you rotate your character around 360 degrees so you can look around your mini, and add details with shapes and marks in a variety of color tone sizes. There are many
different styles of shapes to design, including some familiar outlines such as cobwebs, suns and leaves. I like the way facial features are animated, and the mini moves and pulls poses when you're not designing, giving it a personality that can work with Design. Overall, I like the style of Toca Mini, giving older children the opportunity to
make a more advanced design, but not too complicated. I think this game is for young and imaginative thinkers, who like to redesign one shape over and over again. Compared to other Toca Boca apps (which are largely for preschoolers), I'd say this is for older kids: kids who can understand how to change colors, and make them look the
way they imagine it. For these, Toca Mini is a lot of fun. This story, Toca Mini review: Kids can make cute digital people was originally published by Macworld U.K.. Note: When you buy something after clicking on the links in our items, we may earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. This app is only available
in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. Nice, weird or funny? That's up to you in the colorful world of Toca Mini. Let your imagination run wild in this creative app for kids! Make scary monsters, fantasy animals or your best friends! Dress, dress, three funny eyes or feet? Minis can become whatever you want! To get started, tap your Mini to
add colors, stripes, sleeves or even pants. Be creative with stamps to add details like hats, socks, laces and buttons. Adding facial features allows your Mini to smile, sneeze and watch! With thousands of possible combinations there are endless ways to create your own Mini! Don't forget to take a snapshot of your creation and share it with
your friends. FEATURES • Add amazing animated eyes, mouths, nainas and eyebrows • Choose from 60 colors and 78 reversible stamps • Use stamps to create patterns, hair and clothing • Take a snapshot and share your minis!• Lots of colorful backgrounds to choose from! • Your Mini makes funny gestures and sounds while you're
creating• No rules or stress – create and play however you want!• Children's interface• No third-party advertising • No in-app purchases***ABOUT TOCA BocaAt Touch Mouth, we believe in the power of the game to awaken children's imagination and help them learn about the world. We design our products from a children's perspective to
empower children to be playful, creative and who they want to be. Our products include award-winning apps that have been downloaded more than 130 million times in 215 countries and offer fun, safe and open gaming experiences. More information about Toca Boca and our products in tocaboca.com.PRIVACY POLICYPrivacy is a topic
that we take very seriously. For more information on how we work with these issues, please read our privacy policy: 22 Sep 2020 Version 1.0.5 I think this game is a great way to be creative, but I wondered if I could add in a way to save the Mini Touch so you can edit them later. Another interesting thing would be if you could create a
house the Play mini's boxes (with furniture), and with mini games in each room. Thanks for reading!  A moment ago I'm not very happy with this app Reason for the reason because you can paint that people's skin white or black, but when you color it with all the black or white ITS MAKES NUDE IM NOT VERY HAPPY YOU ADD THAT
AND Also parents if you are you are This don't let your kids paint people all black or white Skin color cus is naked but you can still let them play, but don't let them do it you please can do it so you can save the people you do in a compartment in the app so you can always edit your people please The developer , Toca Boca AB , has not
provided details about its privacy practices and data processing to Apple. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The developer will need to provide privacy details when submitting their next app update. App Support Privacy Policy
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